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*Please note the device not included.

Metal Plate

GNCDSLOT SPHDMAGKIT

Adjustment Ring

IMPORTANT: Do not overtighten ring. Overtightening ring may damage
threads on holder and also make it difficult to adjust holder.

Mounting into CD Slot
Mount the slide into your car's CD slot, then use the lever (A) to
lock the mount securely into place (B).

Attaching Your Smartphone to the Mount
To attach your smartphone to the mount, simply place a metal plate
in contact with the magnet head. After that, adjust the angle or
rotate the device to your liking.

Attaching the Magnet Mount Head to the CD Slot Pedestal
Place the adjustment ring over the pedestal ball. Then, snap the
mount head onto the pedestal. Finally, tighten the ring to secure it
in place.
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Includes:
1 – Car CD Slot Pedestal with 17mm Ball (GNCDSLOT) 
1 – Heavy Duty Magnetic Mount Kit (SPHDMAGKIT)

WARNING 
CHOKING HAZARD - Keep out of reach from children under 8 yrs. as they can choke or suffocate on parts included with this system

WARNING
Arkon® is not responsible for any damages caused to your device or yourself due to the installation or use of this mount. Do not install Arkon® products near areas that intefere with operation 
of vehicles. Arkon® assumes no responsibility or liability for injury or death as a result of failure to install in a safe location. Arkon® is not responsible for any damages caused to vehicles, 
product, or people due to the installation or use of this product.

Attaching the Adhesive Metal Plate to your Phone
Remove the paper backing from the adhesive metal plate. Then,
firmly press the adhesive side to the clean back surface of your
phone or case.

Note: Make sure CD slot is empty before installing


